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Features of Protectomatic Total Security solution
* Total control of the protected volume inside an area and not only outer perimeters and entrances

* Alarm is always turned on including when your staff is in the protected area

* Own ID tagged staff get invisible by smart sensors while all others are visible and gives an alarm

* Works in 3 steps giving a total control of security in the area

1 Detection of all motions and events in the area/volume

2 Identification of all events in the checked area/volume

3 Verification that all events are authorized and alarm function when the event

* Fail safe redundant technology always giving alarms when something is wrong

* Net work based concept with easy interface to IP address and Internet

* All sensors and hardware can be wireless if preferred

* Based on old well tested components now used in a new way of logic thinking
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Protectomatic total security solution
This unique security systems differs dramatically from old style systems based on perimeter protection. Earlier the

alarm system was turned off when someone moved in the area. This made it possible for intruders in the area to

act freely. Protectomatic alarm have the alarms turned on all the time even with own staff there. All authorized

persons carry an ID badge making them invisible for the alarm. In some ways you create a bubble around your

staff making the invisible for the always active alarm. If anyone without a badge move the alarm sense the intruders

and activate the alarm bells. The invisible staff do not activate the alarm.

Protectomatic is operating in zones where each zone have a detector/reader arrangement. Many zones can be

connected in to a net work cowering larger areas.

Each zone can have different levels of security. ID badges can be directed to zones where they are OK  and zones

of no permission where they create an alarm. The central system do also have information about where all ID

badges are just now and this information can be stored in a database.

ID badges do always have 2 way direction communication. Options can be alarm buttons in the badge where

carrier can alert an alarm. There can also be an optional buzzer where the central unit can alarm all carriers by a

tone.


